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Boarding of Critically Ill Patients in the Emergency Department
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Objectives: Emergency department boarding is the practice of caring for admitted patients in the emergency department after hospital admission, and boarding has been a growing problem in the United States. Boarding of the critically ill has achieved specific attention because of its association with poor clinical outcomes. Accordingly, the Society of Critical Care Medicine and the American College of Emergency Physicians convened a Task Force to understand the implications of emergency department boarding of the critically ill. The objective of this article is to review the U.S. literature on (1) the frequency of emergency department boarding among the critically ill, (2) the outcomes associated with critical care patient boarding, and (3) local strategies developed to mitigate the impact of emergency department critical care boarding on patient outcomes.

Data Sources and Study Selection: Review article.

Data Extraction and Data Synthesis: Emergency department–based boarding of the critically ill patient is common, but no nationally representative frequency estimates has been reported. Boarding literature is limited by variation in the definitions used for boarding and variation in the facilities studied (boarding ranges from 2% to 88% of ICU admissions). Prolonged boarding in the emergency department has been associated with longer duration of mechanical ventilation, longer ICU and hospital length of stay, and higher mortality. Health systems have developed multiple mitigation strategies to address emergency department boarding of critically ill patients, including emergency department-based interventions, hospital-based interventions, and emergency department–based resuscitation care units.

Conclusions: Emergency department boarding of critically ill patients was common and was associated with worse clinical outcomes. Health systems have generated a number of strategies to mitigate these effects. A definition for emergency department boarding is proposed. Future work should establish formal criteria for analysis and benchmarking of emergency department–based boarding overall, with subsequent efforts focused on developing and reporting innovative strategies that improve clinical outcomes of critically ill patients boarded in the emergency department. (Crit Care Med 2020; 48:1180–1187)
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The most sophisticated intensive care often becomes unnecessarily expensive terminal care when the pre-ICU system fails (1).

—Peter Safar
In 2002, the Crowding Resources Task Force proposed a framework to understand how quality of care and outcomes relate to emergency department (ED) crowding. That framework was comprised of four key directives: (1) to develop measures of ED crowding that are valid, reliable, and sensitive to changes; (2) to identify the most important causes of ED crowding; (3) to measure the effect of crowding on quality of care; and (4) to evaluate interventions to decrease crowding.

Over the intervening period, ED crowding was compounded by widespread boarding: the prolonged treatment of patients in the ED after inpatient admission decisions because of the lack of inpatient bed availability. Although much has been written about ED boarding, the impact of boarding on the critically ill has not been completely explored. Many factors influence outcomes for patients awaiting ICU admission, including a safe and effective nursing staffing model, physician training and attention (prioritizing boarding inpatients during care of new patients), multidisciplinary team availability and staffing (e.g., pharmacists, physical therapists, respiratory therapists, etc.), and standardized care pathways that minimize harm and promote recovery from critical illness (e.g., delirium prevention, early mobility, nutrition).

Boarding critically ill patients stresses a burdened emergency care system. ED patient volumes have increased by 30% in the past decade, and hospital closures have led to an increase in inpatient boarding in many U.S. EDs (2–4). Inpatient critical care occupancy has also been increasing (5). This lack of inpatient capacity is the primary driver of ED boarding, and this is true even for the critically ill (6). Most ED operations were built around diagnostic testing and medical stabilization, and the paradigm of inpatient care in the ED is underdeveloped. Emergency physicians are trained in the stabilization of the critically ill, but longitudinal management has not been a sustained focus of residency training.

Recognizing the increased burden of ED boarding of the critically ill and the impact of boarding on patient outcomes even after ICU arrival, the Society of Critical Care Medicine (SCCM) and the American College of Emergency Physicians (ACEP) jointly convened the ED-Critical Care Medicine (ED-CCM) Boarding Task Force in 2017. Members of the Task Force include emergency physicians, critical care physicians, an acute care nurse practitioner, and a clinical pharmacist, all involved with the care of critically ill patients boarding in the ED. The Task Force drafted this white paper, based on the directives described in the Crowding Task Force report in 2002, to explore the current state of ED boarding of the critically ill and offer direction for future efforts of optimizing care delivery for these patients.

**METHODOLOGY**

**Task Force Structure**

Members of the ED-CCM Boarding Task Force were appointed by the presidents of SCCM and ACEP. Representatives were selected to have broad experience in emergency medicine, Critical Care Medicine, and to include individuals with experience caring for boarding critically ill patients. Cochairs of the task force represented the Chairs of the Emergency Medicine Section of SCCM (B.T.W.) and the Critical Care Section of ACEP (N.M.M.).

**Focus Areas**

The Task Force determined that the scope of this report would be (1) to describe best available estimates on the frequency of ED boarding of critically ill adults within US EDs since 2000, (2) to summarize the association between ED-CCM boarding and patient-oriented outcomes, and (3) to explore local mitigation strategies developed to combat the deleterious effects of ED-CCM boarding. With that goal, the Task Force divided into three work groups: prevalence, outcomes, and mitigation strategies. Each work group individualized their approach based on existing literature and resources. Due to heterogeneity in international delivery of emergency care and critical care (specifically with regard to financial, cultural, and clinical system-based models of care) and concerns that international insights might not parallel the U.S. model of healthcare delivery, international literature was excluded. We also limited this discussion to management of patients identified for ICU admission; our focus did not include variation in the regional distribution of ICU patients between hospitals or the appropriate triage of patients for ICU-level care within a hospital.

The Task Force additionally resolved to (1) avoid financial, satisfaction, or administrative metrics, (2) focus on data primarily from adult studies, and (3) recognize that health system variation could be substantial and that available literature may be biased in reporting the experience of academic medical centers, primarily. Ultimately, the Task Force aspired to develop recommendations for further study on mitigation strategy.
development and dissemination. All recommendations and conclusions were made using a modified Delphi method with unanimous approval by Task Force members. This article reports the results of the Task Force’s work in the format of a review article.

Systematic Review

As one subset of the entire scope of work, the Task Force conducted a systematic review to define the frequency of ED-CCM boarding (Fig. 1). Inclusion criteria were broadly defined as an estimate of the frequency of ED-CCM boarding regardless of unit of analysis (including national, regional, health system, or individual hospital data). This literature search was conducted on April 12, 2018 and resulted in 174 papers that met the broad definition of frequency of ED-CCM boarding. Studies published before 2000 (selected because few relevant articles were published before this date), data collected exclusively outside the United States, or articles without a clear definition of boarding criteria were excluded. Each article was reviewed for inclusion and data abstracted by two independent reviewers (from among the following reviewers: N.M.M., M.-C.E.-T., K.M.J., S.R.), resulting in 18 papers relevant for inclusion.

RESULTS

To What Extent Is Critical Care Medicine Being Provided in the ED?

EDs are providing more critical care procedures and management traditionally delivered within the confines of an ICU. ED visits for critically ill patients increased by 80% between 2006 and 2014, from 2.8 to 5.2 million visits (7, 8). Similarly, the number of patients intubated in the ED increased by 16% during this period (unpublished data estimated from National ED Sample, Healthcare Utilization Project, Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality [AHRQ]) (8). Over this corresponding period, there was minimal growth in available ED capacity and inpatient ICU beds (9). This increased volume could be predicted, as the prevalence of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and diabetes mellitus continue to increase, and sepsis incidence also has risen (10–12). Estimates of critical care billing range between 15% and 20% of total ED volume at tertiary academic medical centers (13).

ED management of specific critical care–sensitive conditions also is increasing. Annually, 250,000 patients receive mechanical ventilation in U.S. EDs, with a reported median ED length of stay of greater than 3 hours (14). Over 1.7 million cases of sepsis are treated in U.S. hospitals each year, and more than half of those are admitted from the ED (15). Other common diseases may require critical care in the ED prior to admission, including diabetic ketoacidosis, metabolic derangements, gastrointestinal hemorrhage, and neurovascular disorders. Unfortunately, the boarding of critically ill patients in the ED is associated with delays in care, which impact broad clinical outcomes in the critically ill (16–20).

How Is the Boarding Of Critically Ill Patients in EDs Currently Defined?

No universally accepted consensus definition of ED boarding has been adopted, and as a result, researchers have developed their own varied definitions. This lack of standardization precludes meaningful aggregation of data or comparisons between published results. Some studies describe boarding as total time spent in the ED (18, 20–26), with some defining that time only after the decision to admit (18, 20, 26). One study required that ICU beds be unavailable for ED boarding to occur (27), whereas another used the distribution of ED wait times to define outliers (28). Several studies defined a time threshold a priori as greater than 2, 4, or 6 hours (16, 29–31). Two studies assessed boarding based only on the total number of hours an intubated patient spent in the ED (19, 32). The DELAY-ED study group identified 6 hours in the ED (from time of arrival at triage) as the definition of ED boarding, based primarily on their observations that adverse outcomes among admitted critically ill patients are more common with an ED stay greater than 6 hours (31). Nine distinct classifications for boarding definitions were identified and summarized (Supplemental Table 1, Supplemental Digital Content 1, http://links.lww.com/CCM/F477).

Healthcare quality organizations have also published definitions. The Joint Commission defines boarding as “the practice of holding patients in the ED or another temporary location after the decision to admit or transfer has been made. It is recommended that boarding time frames not exceed 4 hours in the interest of patient safety and quality of care” (33). ACEP delineates boarding “as [remaining] in the ED after [being] admitted or placed into observation status.” (34) The Institute for Healthcare Improvement, Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, and the American Medical Association each independently curate resources to assist with hospital flow, but they do not formally define boarding (35–37).

How Common Is Boarding of Critically Ill Patients in U.S. EDs?

Our review of published literature suggests that boarding is common for critically ill patients in the ED. The majority of studies were retrospective single-center reports. Mean length of ED-CCM boarding (using various definitions) ranged from 1.3 to 8.8 hours. The incidence of critically ill patients boarding in the ED ranged from 2.1% to 87.6%, suggesting that this estimate was sensitive to both setting and boarding definition (16, 31). As a result of the significant clinical heterogeneity of the included studies and lack of large regional or national boarding data estimates, data could not be pooled to estimate a standard frequency of ED boarding of critically ill patients. Thus, the generalizability of these published estimates is unclear because of the paucity of literature focused on nonacademic, community, or rural hospitals.

What Clinically Relevant Outcomes Are Associated With ED Boarding of Critically Ill Patients?

Both retrospective and prospective observational studies demonstrate worse outcomes for critically ill patients after ED boarding (Supplemental Table 2, Supplemental Digital Content 1, http://links.lww.com/CCM/F477), including increased duration of mechanical ventilation, longer ICU length of stay,
and higher mortality (16, 18, 19, 31, 32, 38, 39). Increased ED boarding times are associated with worsening organ dysfunction and a four-fold increase in the probability of poor neurologic recovery in patients presenting with stroke (38). For hospital survivors, extended ED boarding times are associated with a longer hospital length of stay (40). Chalfin et al (31) reported higher in-hospital mortality (17.4% vs 12.9%) among a cohort of 120 hospitals for patients who were in the ED for more than 6 hours (number needed to harm = 22). Cardoso et al (39) observed that ICU mortality increased with duration of ED boarding (37.6% [immediate admission] vs 43.4% [2–12 hr] vs 46.2% [12–18 hr] vs 52% [18–24 hr] vs 57.1% [>24 hr]; \( p = 0.002 \)).

ED boarding also contributes to low-quality process-related care of the critically ill waiting for ICU admission. Mechanically ventilated patients rarely have six postintubation care elements performed while boarding in the ED (19) and boarding for more than 7 hours increases duration of mechanical ventilation and hospital mortality (32). Boarding patients have delays in home medication initiation, fluid, and antibiotic administration, disease-specific protocolized care, and those boarding in the ED have more medication-related adverse events than admitted inpatients (41–43). In addition, inpatient boarding impacts the care of other ED patients (3, 40, 44–48).

Matthews et al (18) compared the outcome of critically ill ED patients that are declined ICU admission versus those initially accepted. Boarding times were longer for those declined admission (11.7 vs 4.2 hr). This additional time may have been used to stabilize patients for non-ICU admission, but the practice of triaging and managing patients who appear too well for ICU admission but too ill for floor admission was time consuming. Even when adjusted for ICU triage decision, critically ill patients with long boarding times had increased rates of persistent organ dysfunction and death.

ED boarding reflects symptoms of a systemic healthcare problem with multiple downstream effects; it is not simply a failure of ED operations. ED-CCM boarding impacts nursing, respiratory therapy, pharmacy, radiology, and laboratory services, and it contributes to poor staff satisfaction (49, 50). Understanding the effect on the care process, staff, and clinical outcomes of critically ill patients may promote collaboration between key clinical and institutional stakeholders to mitigate risk, identify relevant barriers, and explore solutions.

What Mitigation Strategies Have Health Systems Used to Ameliorate the Impact of ED Boarding on Critically Ill Patients?

Mitigation strategies were organized into three focus areas: 1) ED solutions, 2) hospital solutions, and 3) ED-based resuscitative care units (RCUs) (see next section) (Fig. 2).

Many evidence-based interventions are used in the ED to reduce morbidity and mortality among boarding critically ill patients. Targeted interventions to improve pain and agitation management, ventilator management, hemodynamic assessment, infection prevention, and targeted resource utilization can be applied to all critically ill patients regardless of patient disposition and physical location. Incorporating available recommendations and evidence-based guidelines has been globally identified as a way to define essential care components and reduce patient harm. Although formal graded level of evidence evaluations were beyond the current scope of this Task Force, potential interventions for ED patients awaiting ICU admission were summarized (Supplemental Table 3, Supplemental Digital Content 1, http://links.lww.com/CCM/F477).

Hospital solutions encourage a system-wide approach to boarding and managing critically ill patients in the ED. The majority of these solutions focus on attempting to control patient flow by matching demand with capacity. An early operational model of ED flow highlights the input, throughput, and disposition of a critically ill; however, the recognition of the causes of bottlenecks has evolved to recognize the interdependence of the operating room, ICU, hospital ward, and ED all competing for the same beds (2). Most interventions work within a current system to increase the turnover of beds or to limit the dual-claim from the operating room, floor, and ED for an ICU bed. Surge conditions occur when needed resources are outstripped by what is available, and harm can occur when staff are overwhelmed by competing demands on time and resources (51).

The ED, unlike other areas of the hospital, is an expandable space—patients are seen in hallways, waiting areas, and other non-traditional patient care areas during periods of surge. Most solutions provide a “just-in-time” model responding to an excess volume situation only after it is recognized. The ability to predict inflow and trends in patient volume is currently drawn from historic population data and trends of daily ED patient census and arrival-time data. Although historic trends help with global staffing, they do not allow for
real-time recognition of surge conditions, which prevents EDs from distinguishing between routine versus crisis conditions. Within the quality improvement literature, the method of statistical process control distinguishes between routine operational variation and crisis or special cause variation (52). Succinctly, if a metric plotted over time falls outside of three standard deviations from the usual daily experience, it would identify that special cause variation, or a surge crisis condition, exists. Identifying meaningful metrics which predict ICU boarding requires additional research and testing across institutions; however, by identifying surge conditions accurately, real-time metrics might trigger health system contingency plans. Some of the applicable disaster preparedness literature articulates the need for situational awareness to recognize that moving from “routine” to “crisis” conditions requires a contingent surge bundle of practices and policies (53). The response is an adaptive strategy utilizing alternate sites and variations in daily practice and standards, such as reverse triage.

Active bed management can prevent surge conditions in multiple care locations simultaneously. Litvak et al (54) reported on coordinating elective operating room scheduling for expected ICU admissions to fall on traditionally low ED census days as a mechanism to reduce ED boarding of ICU patients. Unfortunately, a higher ED “census day” is not predictive of more patients needing ICU care, limiting the effectiveness of this approach. In a similar approach, Howell et al (55) studied the impact of an active bed management system controlled at the physician level (hospitalists) at a large academic medical center. These physicians were empowered to facilitate patient flow out of the ED to the medical ICU and coronary care unit. This change decreased ED length of stay by 98 minutes (458 vs 360 min, \( p < 0.001 \)) for critically ill patients.

Some health systems have evaluated the utility of reserving ICU beds for emergencies, such as trauma, ST-elevation myocardial infarction, cardiac arrest, or acute stroke. Bhakta et al (22) reported a 1-hour decrease in ED length of stay for critically ill trauma patients at their level 1 trauma center with a reserved open trauma bed. An alternative approach is facilitating the timely movement of appropriate patients from the ICU to the hospital ward to create ICU bed availability. Mahmoudian-Dehkordi et al (56) evaluated a crisis surge process of prioritizing ICU patients awaiting ward transfer over ED ward admissions with the goal of opening ICU beds for critically ill ED admissions. Compared with other ICU bed management strategies tested in a crisis surge (“disaster”) model in a simulation, this strategy outperformed all others, resulting in 0.9 to 3.3 lives saved over the other scenarios (in a simulated U.S. hospital over a 3-mo period).

Another proposed solution is to shift the location of the boarding. During surge conditions, critically ill patients are often admitted to another ICU within the same institution (e.g., surgical patients admitted to medical units), although this has not always improved outcomes (57, 58). Some have proposed boarding ED patients on hospital wards (59). However, there is limited published data on this approach for critically ill patients.

Another strategy is to reassign ICU providers and nurses to provide care for boarding critically ill patients outside of the ICU. Elliott et al (27) evaluated a medical ICU alert team (nurse and physician assistant) assigned to the ED to manage boarding critically ill medical admissions. Although the deployment of this team did not impact overall mortality, the authors report a 30% reduction in ED length of stay for these patients. The authors recognized the greatest benefit of this intervention was increased communication and interdepartmental collaboration between ED and ICU staff that helped them address potential admission barriers “in real time” and ultimately move patients to the ICU more quickly. Another model encourages intensivists to round in the ED and place orders on boarding patients, but in one study, no improvement in ED boarding time, organ dysfunction, or 28-day in-hospital mortality was observed (18).

Although most of these interventions work within the bed capacity of the hospital, methods of augmenting the bed capacity to meet the surge in demand also include expanding to alternate sites or changing care standards. Examples of surge-space interventions include using routinely unused spaces to generate additional bed capacity (e.g., entryway, waiting room, parking lot for pop-up medical facilities, office space) to create additional sites of care. “Discharge waiting rooms” for lower-acuity patients awaiting imminent discharge (i.e. awaiting a final laboratory check or medication dose) can open up capacity quickly as well (60, 61). Other interventions can be system-wide or regional. Some of the Task Force authors work within multihospital systems who have examined “reverse triage”: transferring lower acuity ICU patients to satellite ICUs in smaller facilities to avoid boarding in the ED.

**How Do ED-Based ICUs (RCUs) Address ICU Boarding?**

Some centers have proposed adding resources to ED beds to address boarding or even building full critical care units within or adjacent to EDs to manage boarding patients (ED-ICU). The term RCU was coined by Leibner et al to describe these ED-ICU based models (62). Although traditional ICUs are designed to focus on longitudinal critical care for a well-defined cohort of patients, the RCU provides short-term critical care that might replace more traditional ED boarding. Novel RCUs have sought to fill an unmet need for timely resuscitation, stabilization, and advanced triage of patients across many conditions requiring high intensity and time-sensitive diagnostics and interventions. In general, these RCUs provide early respiratory, cardiovascular, neurologic, and hemodynamic support through the transition from the resuscitation in the ED to the early longitudinal phase of critical illness. This flexibility in delivering early care embodies the ultimate goal of providing critically ill patients appropriate care as soon as possible (63).

At the time of publication, several RCUs are in operation across the United States. Each is designed to meet the needs of the institutions in which they were developed (62). These units differ in operations, patient flow, and staffing structure, but all
The Task Force specifically recommends the following next steps:

- Adopt a formal definition for ED-CCM boarding. The Task Force recommends that ED-CCM boarding be defined as time spent in an ICU (from ED arrival), whichever ICU is made (existing ACEP boarding definition [34]) or after 6 hours in the ED (from ED arrival), whichever time spent in an ED (1) after the decision to admit to an ICU is made (existing ACEP boarding definition [34]) or (2) after 6 hours in the ED (from ED arrival), whichever time spent in an ED (1) after the decision to admit to an ICU is made (existing ACEP boarding definition [34]) or (2) after 6 hours in the ED (from ED arrival), whichever

### Table 1. Descriptive Characteristics of Some Existing Emergency Department–Based ICUs in the United States (Not Meant to Be All Inclusive)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ED-ICUs</th>
<th>Unit Size</th>
<th>Patient Care Model</th>
<th>Staffing Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Massey Emergency Critical Care Center (EC3)</td>
<td>5 resuscitation bays + 9 beds</td>
<td>Outpatients (ED), direct from ED, outside hospital (OSH) ED transfers</td>
<td>Physicians: All EM board-certified, some dual EM-CCM fellowship trained, CCM fellows nursing: CCRN and ED RNs undergo 8-wk inpatient ICU orientation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical Care Resuscitation Unit (CCRU)</td>
<td>6 beds</td>
<td>Outpatients (ED) and Inpatients (OSH ICU transfers, decompensating non-ICU admitted patients, postoperative patients)</td>
<td>Physicians: All CCM fellowship trained (most EM) nursing: minimum 3 yr CCM experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resuscitation and Critical Care Unit (ResCCU) (University of Pennsylvania)</td>
<td>3 resuscitation bays + 2 beds</td>
<td>Outpatients (ED) and inpatients (ICU to ICU transfers as of 2018)</td>
<td>Physicians: All EM board-certified, some dual EM-CCM fellowship trained nursing: CCRN or ED RNs undergo extensive 8-wk orientation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resuscitation and Acute Critical Care Unit (RACC) (Stony Brook University)</td>
<td>3 resuscitation bays + 3 beds (critical care acute area), additional 16 beds (high-acuity area)</td>
<td>Outpatients (ED), direct from EMS, direct from ED, OSH ED transfers</td>
<td>All EM board-certified, some dual EM-CCM fellowship trained, resuscitation fellows</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CCM = critical care medicine, CCRN = specialty certification in critical care nursing, EM = emergency medicine, EMS = emergency medical services, ED = emergency department, OSH = outside hospital, RN = registered nurse.

focus on providing timely, high-intensity, and specialized care to critically ill patients across a wide variety of diseases and introduce a degree of flexibility in early critical care that is uncommon in many tertiary ICUs (Table 1). Recent observational data from a single academic center associated opening of an RCU with a 15.4% reduction in risk-adjusted 30-day mortality among all ED patients, as well as significant reductions in hospital and 24-hour mortality. ICU admissions from the ED fell by 12.9%, and short-stay ICU admissions (ICU length of stay <24 hr) were 37.1% lower. Time to ICU-level care was reduced by 1.9 hours, and more patients received ICU-level care within 6 hours (77.6% vs 58.3%) (64). Similar comparative data have not been published in other RCU models, but the role of the RCU will be clarified through more detailed studies in other practice settings.

Alternatively, some have proposed using surge pods for seasonal or system-related variation in volume that could be applied to hospitals without a dedicated year-round RCU, providing staffing and facilities in a “just-in-time” model. Ultimately, a multimodal approach will be required through a selection of ED-based, hospital-based, and hybrid critical care unit solutions that will optimize care delivery for boarding critically ill patients.

### DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The Task Force recognizes that ED-CCM boarding is a pervasive local problem with national patient-oriented implications. The specifics of the problem in each institution are embedded in institutional culture, with flow of information, prioritization of resources, and individual relationships significantly impacting feasible solutions. This local variability is what makes this problem difficult to address: estimates of frequency are difficult to pool because of asymmetric reporting from tertiary and academic centers, mitigation strategies are nuanced and incompletely evaluated, and the actual patient-oriented effects for the system as a whole have been elusive. Nonetheless, understanding the common factors that lead to boarding and the principal ways to reduce its deleterious effects are worthy goals for all health system advocates, both within emergency medicine and within critical care.

The Task Force specifically concludes that the following:

- No universally adopted definition for ED boarding of the critically ill patient exists to standardize research and mitigation strategy development.
- Critical care services are provided, often for extended periods, in the ED setting by emergency physicians.
- Boarding of the critically ill is prevalent in some large academic centers; it is often reported in isolation, and it is currently unclear how significant this issue is nationally in nonacademic EDs.
- Boarding of the critically ill with prolonged ED stay is associated with worse patient outcomes.
- Opportunities exist to improve, create, disseminate, and evaluate mitigation strategies to standardize care of the critically ill in the ED.

The Task Force specifically recommends the following next steps:

- Adopt a formal definition for ED-CCM boarding. The Task Force recommends that ED-CCM boarding be defined as time spent in an ED (1) after the decision to admit to an ICU is made (existing ACEP boarding definition [34]) or (2) after 6 hours in the ED (from ED arrival), whichever
comes first. This recommendation is based on recognition that boarding applies to patients for whom inpatient resources have been requested but are unavailable, but also that patient outcomes are worse for critically ill patients after 6 hours of ED care even if no inpatient bed has been requested. This metric is not intended to penalize individual providers but rather to serve as a benchmark and tool for administrators and institutions to optimize resources and processes that limit the need for ED-CCM boarding.

- Report in future studies the time between the decision to admit a patient to an ICU and the time of transfer to an inpatient unit as one measure of boarding and health system strain.
- Target research to address frequency of ED-CCM boarding with a focus on unbiased estimates incorporating both academic and community settings. These research studies should also incorporate funding, reimbursement, staffing, and resource-allocation factors in the reporting of outcomes for future comparative effectiveness research.
- Continue ongoing multiprofessional collaboration to clarify the impact and mitigation strategies appropriate to address local critical care boarding in the ED (e.g., involving pharmacy, nursing, respiratory therapy, and other emergency medicine and critical care medicine professionals).
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